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NeuroBallTM Activity
Instructions
This guide will explain how to engage with
NeuroBall activities and provide tips on how to
use NeuroBall in different arm and hand
positions.

General Tips:
Assist with the other hand: The user can always
assist the affected arm/hand with the other hand.
Using a hand over hand technique can be useful to stretch the user’s hand out of stiff movements or help to
assist with the movement. As the user progresses, the user will advance to just one hand.
Progression: NeuroBall can be used in the base, outside of the base, on any surface, in the lap or in the air.
Simply remove the purple plastic insert under the ball to “unlock” the ball from the base.
Support the arm: If the user is struggling with a movement, ask someone to support the user's arm to begin with
or use a pillow or towel underneath the arm for support. The goal is to work up to being able to train
independently when the user feels ready to do so.
Movements trained: The user can quickly see what movements are emphasized by each activity and game by
looking at the pictures on the right-hand side of the tablet screen. The icons show which part of the
arm/hand/shoulder is trained with each game/activity.
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Reference Table:
Desired movement

NeuroPlatform activities that support desired movement
Challenger, Holiday Dash, Musical, Simple Tracker

Finger flexion (grasping)
Frenzy, Challenger, Musical, Simple Tracker, Space Shooter, Under the
Sea

Wrist pronation / supination
Frenzy, Challenger, Pong, Scuba Search, Simple Tracker

Wrist flexion / extension
Challenger, Pong, Musical, Scuba Search, Simple Tracker

Elbow flexion / extension
Challenger, Pong, Musical, Scuba Search, Simple Tracker

Shoulder flexion / extension

Note: Activities are listed in alphabetical order
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Challenger
Level
● All levels. This activity trains the same
movements as the Simple Tracker. This time the
user is racing an opponent.
Movements
● Grasp and release
● Isolated index, middle and ring finger flexion and extension
● Wrist pronation and supination
● Wrist flexion and extension
● Shoulder flexion and extension
Instructions
● Race the user's opponent to get to 40 repetitions first for finger flexion and wrist movements
● Race the user's opponent to get 15 repetitions for shoulder movements

Frenzy
Level
● Medium, due to the fast pace and
multi-directional movements.
Movements
● Wrist pronation and supination
● Wrist flexion and extension
Instructions
● The user controls where the Octopus moves by moving the NeuroBall (best to keep in the base or on a
surface for this activity).
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●

●
●
●
●
●
Tips!
●

Roll NeuroBall in the direction the user wants to go. Move the Octopus up the screen with wrist flex and
use wrist extension to move back down the screen. To go across the screen perform wrist pronation and
supination.
Collect the shells and starfish to get points.
The moving blobs are sea slugs. If the user touches them the game is over.
Bombs will be dropped near the Octopus. Move away from these before they explode. If the user is
nearby when the bomb explodes, the game is over.
Every 200 points a new sea slug appears.
The game never finishes, so aim to survive for as long as the user can and beat the high score!

This game is best played in the base or on a surface. It’s not intuitive to play Frenzy with NeuroBall in the
air.

Holiday Dash
Level
● Easy. The game increases in speed over time.
Movements
● Grasp and release of the user's fingers
● Individual finger flexion and extension
● Wrist flexion and extension
● Shoulder flexion and extension
Instructions
● The user and four friends are running along the beach. The runners will be running forward automatically.
● Grasp (squeeze) NeuroBall to make the runners jump. Or use wrist extension or shoulder flexion to make
them jump.
● Jump across rivers and pits in the ground.
● Jump up to collect items for extra points.
● Timing is very important. Wait until the last moment to squeeze to get everyone across the rivers and
pits!
● Release the user's grasp fully after every squeeze to be able to jump again. It helps to breathe in and out.
Sometimes if the user thinks about “letting go“ it helps to get the user's fingers to release.
Tips!
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●

Use any finger: the user can use all fingers or focus on one finger at a time. NeuroBall will pick up any
movement.
Positioning: The position pictured on the right is the best way to hold NeuroBall to activate the finger
sensors.
Functional progression: If the user is managing to get most runners across and wants a new challenge,
the user can reach out in a certain direction each time before the user grasp/squeeze. For instance, the
user can reach out to the right and then squeeze to jump across.
Release: Focus on releasing after every grasp and try to extend fingers off the finger supports.

Musical
Level
● All levels. This activity trains the same
movements as the Simple Tracker. This time
it plays a note on the piano every time the
user moves.
Movements
● Grasp and release
● Isolated Index, middle and ring finger flexion and extension
● Wrist pronation and supination
● Wrist flexion and extension
● Shoulder flexion and extension

Instructions
● Make some music by performing any movements with NeuroBall.
Tips!
●

Proprioception: The user can train proprioception by closing the eyes to grasp. Every time the user
grasps the user will get audio feedback that the user has completed the movement.
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Pong
Level
● Medium. The user is controlling the puck on
the left and the user's opponent is
controlling the puck on the right.
Movements
● Wrist flexion and extension
● Elbow flexion and extension
● Shoulder flexion and extension
Instructions
● Choose your country.
● Choose your opponent. 1 star is easiest; 3 stars is hardest.
● The user is the goalie puck on the left.
● The user controls the puck on the left side with the motion selected.
● Block the ball from getting in the user's goal. Bounce the ball into the opponent's goal.
● If you win (10 goals), a gold, silver or bronze medal cup appears on the flag.
Tips!
●
●
●

Tutorial: There is a tutorial for this game that may be useful.
Positioning: User may want to have the arm supported on a pillow.
Turn NeuroBall tablet sideways if training for pronation and supination.
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Scuba Search

Level
● The game has different levels: The Easy
Level is a calm beach. The Medium Level is a
wavy river. The Hard Level is a deep ocean.
A score of more than 1,000 points will unlock
the next level.
Movements
● Wrist flexion and extension. Roll NeuroBall forwards and backwards to move the diver up and down.
● Elbow flexion and extension. Bend and straighten the user's elbow while keeping NeuroBall upright. The
diver will move up and down.
● Shoulder flexion and extension. Raise and lower the user's arm while keeping the user's arm straight and
NeuroBall upright. The diver will move up and down.
Instructions
● The user is scuba diving through the ocean floor. The scuba diver moves forward automatically. The
user's goal is to control the diver movement up and down.
● The user has an oxygen bar at the top. When it reaches the left side, the user's out of oxygen and will
have to surface. This ends the game.
● Collect oxygen bubbles to increase the amount of oxygen the user has.
● Grab a magnet and all the nearby bubbles will be attracted to the user.
● Avoid the puffer fish surrounded in a red bubble. If the user touches it, it will reduce the oxygen the user
has.
● When the user sees a treasure chest, move the diver close to the treasure. Unlock it by moving to the
user's end range of motion in one direction and then end range of motion in the other direction to unlock
both sides.
● Treasure chests will release coins and give the user more points, so it is worth trying to obtain them.
● The game never finishes, so aim to keep on diving for as long as the user can and beat the high score!
Tips!
●
●

Calibration: Make sure NeuroBall is calibrated in an upright position.
Progression: Try playing this game in the base first. Then make it harder by trying it in the air with the
wrist, then elbow, then shoulder.
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Shoulder Exercise
Level
● Easy, the user will be guided by “Physio Dan” to do shoulder movements, with or without assistance from
the unaffected arm.
Movements
● Shoulder flexion and extension
Instructions
● “Physio Dan” will guide the user in doing 10 repetitions of shoulder flexion exercises

Simple Tracker
Level
● All levels. Trains multiple arm and
hand movements.
Movements
● Grasp and release
● Isolated Index, middle and ring
finger flexion and extension
● Wrist pronation and supination
● Wrist flexion and extension
● Shoulder flexion and extension
Instructions
● Select the movement the user wants to train.
● The user will see a video showing the movement the user has selected.
● Aim for 40 repetitions for finger flexion and wrist movements.
● Aim for 15 repetitions for shoulder movements.
● Once the user has reached the number of repetitions required, the session is completed and the user
will go back to the main menu where the user can select the same game again or another movement to
train.
Tips!
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●
●

Great warm-up: This game allows the user to do multiple arm movements. It could be advised for the
user to do the wrist movements first as a warm up before doing the other movements.
Elbow: The user can train the elbow by going into the shoulder training calibration and then bending and
straightening the elbow. To ensure good quality of movement, have the user's shoulder down and the
user's elbow by the side when performing this movement and keep the thumb in the ‘up’ position.

Space Shooter
Level
● Easy, and it has multiple levels to
increase the challenge and see
progress.
Movements
● Forearm pronation and supination
● Wrist flexion and extension
● Shoulder flexion and extension
Instructions
● Move the NeuroBall in the direction selected to control the spaceship.
● The spaceship shoots automatically.
● Try to shoot all the enemy ships and rocks.
● If enemies or rocks crash into the user's spaceship or destroy the user, the game is over.
● Every now and then, when the user destroys an enemy ship, they might drop a power item. Collect the
lightning bolts and shields with the user's spaceship, but avoid the blue and white pill. Grasp to release a
bomb and destroy all enemies at once.
The yellow shield provides a shield from one enemy bullet. It won’t help if the user crashes into
another spaceship or rock.
The yellow lightning helps to shoot twice as much!
The red lightning is a superbomb. Once you have it, squeeze and release to destroy all enemies.
The blue and white pill is bad. Avoid this one!
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Score
In most levels, the number of stars earned depends on how many enemies the user destroyed:
● If the user destroys 95% of the user's enemies, the user gets 3 stars.
● If the user destroys 80% of the user's enemies, the user gets 2 stars.
● Anything below 80%, the user gets 1 star.
On levels 5, 10, 15, and 20 there is a Boss (one big enemy only) and the number of stars the user gets depends
on how fast the user eliminate the boss:
● If the user destroys the boss in less than 1 min, the user gets three stars.
● If the user destroys the boss in less than 3 min, the user gets two stars.
● Otherwise, the user earns 1 star.
Tips!
●
●

A pillow under the forearm can be useful to support the arm.
NeuroBall can be used outside of the base, on any smooth surface or in the air.

Under the Sea

Level
● Easy. Multiple ways to increase the challenge and
see progress.
Movements
● Forearm pronation and supination
Instructions
● Roll NeuroBall left and right to fill up the ‘energy bars’ to begin
● Set the amount of time the user would like to play
● Roll NeuroBall right and left to swim through the ocean and control the Axolotl (fish)
● Catch the yellow Dumpos and white DNA bubbles to gain energy
● Move away from the Jellyfish which will drain the user's energy
● Gathering enough food will unlock new features
Features
Features will appear on the screen as the user gains more points. Try to get as many features as possible and
add them to the user's Axolotl (fish)!
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Score
● Level - the more the user plays the higher levels the user will reach
● Food points- how many yellow Dumpos the user caught
● DNA points- how many DNA bubbles the user caught
Tips!
●

NeuroBall can be used outside of the base, on a surface or in the air

Instructional videos
NeuroBall’s software includes 8 videos with
instructions about how to make the best out of
the NeuroBall and rehabilitation activities:
● Therapist and the NeuroBall
● 01- Neurofenix
● 02- Assessment
● 03- Stretching
● 04- Setting Up the NeuroBall
● 05- Gaming Exercises
● 06- Self Assistance
● 07- Position Variations
There are additional videos available on our
Instagram page (@neurofenix) and our
website (neurofenix.com/patients).
Therapist and NeuroBall
This video shows Richard, a Physiotherapist, guiding the user through different positions and ways of helping
the user position the hand and arm when performing the games.
01- Neurofenix
This provides a brief introduction to NeuroBall.
02- Assessment
This video shows the user how to assess whether the user has the range of motion and flexibility to use
Neuroball.
03- Stretching
This video shows some stretching exercises the user can do to help make it easier to put the hand in the finger
grips of the device.
04- Setting Up NeuroBall
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This video shows step by step instructions for setting up NeuroBall. These instructions also come up when the
user starts a game.
05- Gaming Exercises
This video shows a Physiotherapist explaining and talking through games with a patient.
06- Self Assistance
This video shows different ways the user can self -assist using the other arm to perform some of the movements.
07-Position Variations
This video shows ways therapists can help guide the user to perform movements. The video also shows
different positions Neuroball can be positioned to alter the challenge of the games.
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